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Background: Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) can characterize calcified and non-calcified plaque (NCP). We developed automated computer 
software (APQ) for 3D segmentation and quantification of NCP and calcified plaque (CP) from CCTA. The aim of this study was to determine the 
accuracy of APQ by comparison with invasive intravascular ultrasound (IVUS).
Methods: We retrospectively analyzed 22 patients, who underwent IVUS within 2 days of CCTA. CCTA data were acquired by Dual Source CT. 
APQ derives scan-specific attenuation thresholds automatically for lumen, NCP and CP, and segments coronary arteries using knowledge-based 
algorithms, to quantify plaque components in 3D. We quantified NCP volumes with APQ in IVUS-correlated CCTA plaques in proximal-mid coronary 
artery segments. For reference, NCP volumes were manually quantified by expert readers from both IVUS and CCTA.
Results: Following identification of plaque lesion limits, processing times for APQ were < 20 seconds. Mean NCP volume by IVUS was 117.7 ± 19.1 
mm3 and by APQ was 124.3 ± 14.4 mm3 (p=0.46, not significant (NS)), with excellent correlation (r = 0.90, p < 0.0001, see figure). Mean NCP volume 
determined by the expert reader was 111.3 ± 18.4 mm3, with excellent correlation (r=0.89, p<0.0001) and agreement (p=0.15, NS) with APQ. 
Conclusions: Automated threshold-based quantification of plaque components from CCTA allows accurate measurement as compared with IVUS; 
this tool can be used for rapid quantitative assessment of CCTA plaque.
